This paper is concerned with an experimental and theoretical study of dynamics and control of fluidized bed layering granulation with external screen mill cycle. To achieve quantitative agreement between model calculations and experiments an extended dynamic process model is proposed. In contrast to previous work by Dreyschultze et al.
Introduction
In fluidized bed layering granulation (FBLG), product granules of high quality are formulated by spraying a solid-containing liquid, e.g. a solution or suspension, onto a bed of particles fluidized with a heated gas [2] . While the liquid fraction of the injection evaporates, the solid fraction remains on the surface of the particles inducing a layer-wise growth [3] . For high production rates, FBLG is operated as a continuous process. Since product particles are continuously removed, this in turn requires a continuous supply of new nuclei. This can be achieved either by internal nucleation due to thermal overspray [4] or grinding of oversized particles [5] .
As was shown by means of experiments, presented by Schütte et al. [6] and Schmidt et al. [7] [8] [9] , continuous FBLG tends to instabilities in the form of self-sustained non-linear oscillations of the particle size distribution (PSD). These oscillations lead to variations in the product properties or, in the worst case, may even lead to a breakdown of the granulation process. They are therefore highly undesired. To clarify the potential reasons for these instabilities, different processes configurations were studied by means of model-based analysis. While the authors Vreman et al. [10] and Neugebauer et al. [11] studied the dynamics of FBLG with internal nucleation, Radichkov et al. [12] and Dreyschultze et al. [1] put the focus on FBLG with formation of seed particles by milling of oversized particles. All contributions revealed a significant impact of the operating conditions on the dynamic stability. However, besides stability, the operating parameters also affect the particle properties: The contributions of Hoffmann et al. [13] , Rieck et al. [14] , and Diez et al. [15] proved the dependency of selected particle characteristics, for instance, particle porosity, on the thermal conditions inside the granulation chamber. Therefore, a careful selection of operating parameters is essential for the formation of particles with tailormade properties under stable conditions. In addition, it has been shown theoretically that the application of feedback control strategies is promising to enhance the dynamic stability and the transient behavior of continuous FBLG. Palis & Kienle [16] showed that a linear PI-controller is capable to stabilize continuous FBLG processes in the neighborhood of some given reference point. The robustness can be increased by H ∞ loop shaping as presented by Palis & Kienle [16, 17] . Further suitable approaches to enhance process stability and the dynamics are adaptive control strategies [18, 19] , model predictive control [20, 21] , and non-linear control strategies as discrepancy based control [22, 23] . In multi-stage operation the process chamber is subdivided into compartments with different functionalities leading to additional measurements and actuating values. Therefore, Cotabarren et al. [24] and Palis [25] introduced multiple input multiple output control strategies for this type of processes. Even though the simulation results of the different control approaches are quite promising, an experimental implementation and validation is still missing.
This gap is closed in the present paper. Focus is on continuous FBLG with screen-mill-cycle as presented in Fig. 1 : Particles are withdrawn from the granulation chamber via a rotary valve and classified by screening into fine, product and oversized fraction. After milling, the oversized fraction is, together with the fines, re-fed to the granulation chamber while product particles are removed from the process. The experiments are carried out in a pilot plant located at TU Hamburg. Besides control of PSD, special attention is also given to the control of the bed mass, which turned out to be non-trivial and is a necessary prerequisite for stable long term operation of the plant. Furthermore, an extended mathematical model of the plant is presented and compared to the experimental findings.
The remainder of the present paper is structured as followed: In the upcoming Section 1.1 a detailed process description is given. The dynamic model of the investigated FBLG is introduced in Section 2. The results of the experiments are presented and compared to simulation results in the subsequent Section 3. First, focus is on bed mass control. Afterward, control of PSD is addressed. Using the developed mathematical model a corresponding controller is designed to dampen the particle size distribution. Finally, the results of this contribution are summarized and an outlook on future directions is presented in Section 4.
Process description
The experimental examination has been carried out in a horizontal fluidized bed plant of type Procell 25 of the manufacturer Glatt GmbH, Weimar, Germany. The process chamber, presented in Fig. 2 , has a width of 1.00 m, a depth of 0.25 m and a height of 0.40 m and can be divided into four different compartments by introducing weirs. However, throughout this contribution, no weirs were used and the granulator was operated as a single process chamber with uniform conditions due to intensive mixing. All presented experiments were performed under similar conditions. At the start of each experiment, sodium benzoate particles of the overall mass of 27.5 kg were fed to the process chamber. The particles were fluidized by fluidization medium. For this purpose, ambient air was heated up to 85°C and blown into the granulation chamber. A proper choice of the fluidization conditions is crucial for the FBLG. Too little fluidization air induces a too small fluidization velocity u fluid resulting in an insufficient fluidization of the particles. Otherwise, too much fluidization air leads to the blow out of the bed since u fluid is too high. An overview of the fluidization conditions, based on [2] , is presented in Fig. 3 . There, the minimum fluidization velocity is denoted as u mf while u elu describes the permissible maximum value of u fluid . Throughout the experimental investigations, the fluidization velocity u fluid is 2.3 m/s.
The injected solution consists of 35 wt% sodium benzoate dissolved in demineralized water. Per hour of process time 40 kg solution were atomized by three two-fluid nozzles located at the bottom of the granulation chamber. As atomizing gas compressed air was used. The injected droplets sprinkled the particles surface. Due to the enhanced heat exchange between particles and fluidization medium, the liquid phase of the droplets evaporated. The vapor was carried out by the fluidization medium. Because of the evaporation, the temperature of the fluidization medium within the process chamber decreased to 50°C. Meanwhile, the remaining sodium benzoate solidified on the particles surface inducing the layering-growth. Under the examined process conditions, layering was the dominant granulation mechanism. In accordance with Ennis et al. [26] , the influence of agglomeration, attrition, and internal nucleation, was limited by an appropriate choice of the operating parameters.
Particles were withdrawn from the granulation chamber by a rotary valve. The utilized valve is shown in Fig. 2 . The discharged particles were transported to a two-deck tumbler screen by pneumatic conveyance. According to the mesh width of the screens, the particles were classified into three fractions: The fines fraction consists of particles smaller than 0.8 mm, the product fraction comprises particles in the range of 0.8 mm to 1.2 mm, and the oversized fraction contains particles larger than 1.2 mm. While the product fraction was removed from the process, the oversized fraction was milled and, together with the fines fraction, refed to the granulation chamber. For grinding of the oversized particles an impact mill of type Rekord A of Gebr. Jehmlich GmbH, Nossen, Germany was utilized. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the mill was equipped with pin-mill grinding elements. To obtain online information about the particle sizes, the process chamber was equipped with the inline probe IPP 70-S (Parsum GmbH, Chemnitz, Germany). Based on spatial filter velocimetry (Petrak [27] ), the probe determines the chord length distribution of the measured particles, which was used for control purposes. In addition, particle samples of the bed and the outlet were taken every 20 minutes. By means of digital imaging processing, the particle size distributions of those samples were determined with a CamSizer XT (Retsch Technology GmbH, Haan, Germany) in the post-processing.
Dynamic model
The following is based on the population balance model (PBM) presented in Dreyschultze et al. [1] . In this model, it is assumed that the granulation chamber is divided into two functional zones. In the first zone, the spraying zone (index '1'), the surface of the particles is wetted by the injected solution. In the second zone, the drying zone (index '2'), the liquid fraction of the injected solution evaporates from the surface of the particles while the solid fraction remains. Each of the functional zones is considered as well mixed. Particles are assumed to be spherical with diameter L. Agglomeration and breakage are neglected as discussed above.
With these assumptions, the population balance equations of the spraying and the drying zones are
Therein, G describes the growth rate, n i the number density of particles in zone 'i', and _ n i the particles flows according to Fig. 4 :
• _ n 12 and _ n 21 describe the particle exchange between the spraying and the drying zone, • _ n i;in the particle inlet to the spraying and the drying zone, and • _ n i;out the particle removal from the spraying and the drying zone.
Following Mörl et al. [2] , the particle growth rate G is based on a uniform particle growth depending on the total surface of particles in the spraying zone
with the injection rate _ m inj and the corresponding mass fraction x inj and mass density ρ s of the solid fraction within the injected suspension.
The relative volume of particles within the spraying zone
and the drying zone (1 − α) are assumed to be constant. Thus, the condition μ 3 ð _ n 12 Þ ¼ μ 3 ð _ n 21 Þ with the particle exchange rates between the spraying and the drying zones
are expressed in terms of residence times τ 1 and τ 2 . Assuming μ 3 ð _ n 12 Þ ¼ μ 3 ð _ n 21 Þ, yields the following relation between the residence times and α [28] 
Characteristic values for α and τ 2 for different process configurations were given in the literature (see Bück et al. [29] and references therein).
Main differences to the model presented in [1] are related to the calculation of _ n 1;in ; _ n 1;out ; _ n 2;out in Eqs. (1) and (2), which depend on the product withdrawal, the bed mass control and the model of the mill. These aspects have been modified as follows to gain a better quantitative description of the plant dynamics:
a) The model used in this paper admits a variable total bed mass to simulate the behavior of the bed mass control strategy. In contrast to this, a constant bed mass was assumed in [1] corresponding to an ideal controller. b) In the experiments to be discussed subsequently, it was observed that larger particles are preferably withdrawn from the bed compared to smaller particles. Therefore, the assumption of a representative product removal from the bed in [1] was replaced by a classified product removal. c) The model of the mill is crucial for a quantitative prediction of the process dynamics. Therefore, a more detailed model of the mill was identified from stand-alone milling experiments and added to the plant model.
Details of these modifications are given in the following step by step.
Particle withdrawal from the bed and external product screening
Particles are withdrawn from the process chamber by a rotary valve. It is assumed that the rotary speed of the valve ω out determines the 
Table 1
Nomenclature according to the presented fluidized bed layering granulation. Nomenclature A (mm 2) particle surface
(mm (i-1) ) i th order moment of argument
relative rotational velocity mass flow of the discharged particles by
Thus, in a first step, ω out is used as manipulated variable to control the bed mass m bed . Bed mass is measured by means of pressure drop across the bed Δp bed , which is in good approximation proportional to the bed mass for constant fluidization conditions applied in the experiments. Control is done with a PI controller according to 
where the drain gain K is determined by
with _ μ 3;out ¼ 6 _ m out =πρ s . The term T out accounts for the classified product removal from the bed which was observed in the experiments. This is modeled with the separation function
with separation diameter L i = L out and variance σ i = σ out . As will be shown in Section 3, the separation diameter depends on the current particle size distribution of the bed. In particular, it is assumed that L out equals the characteristic value x 3,60 , i.e. the particle size were the cumulative volume based particle size distribution Q 3 (n 1 + n 2 ) equals 0.6: By screening, the withdrawn particles are further classified into three fractions: Fines _ n fines , product _ n product , and oversized _ n over . The screening process is described by
Again, the separation functions T screen,I and T screen,II are given by Eq. (12) with the parameters {L screen,I , σ screen,I } and {L screen,II , σ screen,II } respectively. While the product fraction is removed from the process, the oversized fraction is milled, and together with the fine fraction, recycled to the granulation chamber serving as new nuclei (Table 1) .
Particle milling
The milling of oversized particles has a significant influence on the dynamics of the investigated FBLG process [1, 8, 12] . Thus, a detailed model of the milling is essential for the quantitative prediction of the plant dynamics. In general, milling of granules is complex. For instance, the type and configuration of the mill as well as particle properties, e.g. porosity and size, have a major influence on the breakage of particles during milling [30, 31, 32] . Following the ideas in Neugebauer et al. [33] , an empirical PBM of the grinding process was established. However, compared to [33] a more detailed model of the mill was developed in the present work taking into account the influence of particle size distribution of the feed to the mill on the grinding processes. Since the PSD of milled particles cannot be measured inline, the following preliminary experimental study was performed: Particles of different sizes were classified into six fractions by screening. Samples of 0.5 kg were milled with the relative rotational velocities ω mill = {10,15,20,25}%, i.e. 24 experiments were performed in total. The PSDs of the samples were determined before and after milling with the CamSizer XT. Based on the measurements, the separation functions of the five screens
with i ∈ {1,2,3,4,5} were parameterized. Further, the normalized Fig. 7 . Experiment 1: Number and volume based, normalized size distributions q 0 (t, L) and q 3 (T, L) of particles in granulation chamber and particle outlet. The distributions were determined by measuring the taken samples with a CamSizer XT. number densities of the particle size distributions of the milled particle fractions q 0,mill,out,i were determined for the different values of ω mill . These quantities are used for modeling the mill as follows (see also Fig. 5 ). First _ n over is separated into six fractions with the according screen functions
The relative mass of each fraction i is conserved and determined by k mill;i ðtÞ ¼ μ 3 ð _ n mill;in;i Þ=μ 3 ð _ n over Þ . Based on k mill,i , the milled particle flow rate of each fraction i is determined:
Subsequently, the fractions _ n mill;out;i are merged again. The particle size distribution ω mill of the milled particles were obtained by linear interpolation between available measurements for the specific values of ω mill given above. Further, it is taken into account, that, due to the increased throughput during the continuous FBLG, the efficiency of the milling decreases. For that purpose, a by-pass of particles with gain k bypass is introduced, representing the uncomminuted particles of _ n over : Finally, it is assumed, that, because of the fluidization conditions presented in Fig. 3 , dust particles are blown out according to
Again, the separation function T(L cutsize , σ cutsize ) is described by Eq. (12). The remaining particles are, together with _ n fines , re-fed to the granulation chamber:
The recycled particles are distributed to the spraying and drying zone with respect to the respective relative volume:
Numerical solution
The dynamic model was implemented in MATLAB (2018a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA, 2018) applying a method of lines approach. Based on a finite volume method approach, the partial differential Eqs. (1) and (2) were discretized using a first order upwind scheme with 200 equidistant grid points in the domain L = [0,5] mm. To solve the resulting system of ordinary equations the MATLAB builtin solver ode15s was utilized. The model parameters used for all simulations are shown in Table 2 . The initial particle size distributions n 1 (t = 0,L) and n 2 (t = 0,L) are based on the CamSizer measurement of the first sample of the particle bed of the related experiment.
Experiments and simulation study

Operation with constant rotational speed of the mill
In the first experiment, the pin mill was operated with a constant relative rotational speed as introduced in the previous section and illustrated in Fig. 6 with the gray box. This operation mode is the standard configuration of the investigated FBLG and was, for instance, also used by Schmidt et al. [8, 9, 34] .
The corresponding temporal evolution of the number and volume based normalized particle size distribution q 0,i (t, L) and q 3,i (t, L) of bed and outlet are presented in Fig. 7 . The size distributions are characterized by oscillations with long periods. As depicted in Fig. 8 , the oscillations can also be observed by monitoring the Sauter mean diameter of bed d 32,bed and outlet d 32,out . The Sauter mean diameter, defined as the area-weighted mean size of a particle population and determined by d 32,i = μ 3 (q 0,i )/μ 2 (q 0,i ), is a representative of the PSD. Throughout the experiment, d 32,out was larger than d 32,bed . The deviation indicates the classifying impact of the particle withdrawal. As illustrated by the particle size distribution q 0,i of bed and outlet, as an example the samples at t = 12h are presented in Fig. 8 , primarily large particles were discharged from the process chamber.
Because of the oscillations of the PSD, the related mass fractions of fines x fines , product x product , and oversized particles x over varied. As the bed mass is controlled via Δp bed and ω out , see Eqs. (7) and (8) oscillations led to variations of the mass flow of withdrawn particles _ m out . Since _ m out cannot be measured online, the variations of _ m out can only be observed by monitoring the rotational speed of the rotary valve at the particle outlet ω out . As shown in Fig. 9 , ω out varied in the range of [0,ω out,max ] throughout the experiment. Based on previous experiments, the upper limit ω out,max was found to be 40% as a further increase of ω out did not raise _ m out . It is due to this restriction that not enough product particles were discharged from the FBLG. This was exacerbated by the classifying particle withdrawal: in the outlet, product particles were displaced by oversized particles (see Fig. 8 ). The insufficient product removal induced a rise of m bed and, as illustrated in Fig.  9 , an increase of the pressure drop Δp bed . Similar patterns of behavior were observed by Schmidt [34] . In the present case, the continuously increasing bed mass finally led to the shutdown of the process.
In addition, the classifying outlet induced an overgrowing of particles in the further course of the experiment. Particles of product fraction were not withdrawn from the process chamber in a sufficient quantity. In consequence, particle growth proceeded such that the particles entered the oversized fraction. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 . There, q 0,bed and q 3,bed at a local minimum and maximum, in the following denoted as turning points, of d 32,bed are shown for the experiments 1-4. Of special interest are the modes, viz. the peaks, of the PSDs. At the lower turning point, t = 13.6 h, the modes of the PSDs are in the fines fractions. In the progress of the experiment, the particles have grown, leading to a shift of the modes to higher particles sizes. At t = 21.4 h, the upper turning point of d 32,bed , the modes are in the oversized fraction. In consequence, the mass portion x over in bed and outlet increased resulting in a higher mill throughput _ m mill . As illustrated in Fig. 9 , the milling process is influenced by _ m mill . An increase of the mill throughput, characterized by high values of ω out and x over , led to a decrease of the electrical power consumption of the mill p mill . This indicates, in combination with the large maxima of d 32, bed and d 32,out , the inadequate comminution of oversized particles. The uneven milling supported the overgrowing of the particles and therefore the occurrence of the observed oscillations.
Closed loop control of the mill power
To enable an even milling of oversized particles feedback control was applied to keep the mill power constant at a given reference value by readjusting the rotational speed of the mill. For this purpose again a PI controller was used. The block diagram of the control loop is illustrated in green in Fig. 6 . The dynamic model was extended accordingly. In particular, it was assumed, that the dynamic behavior of p mill can be described by a first order lag element (PT 1 ):
As indicated by experimental findings, the stationary value of the electrical power p mill,s depends on ω mill and the mass throughput _ m mill ¼ ðπρ s =6Þμ 3 ð _ n over Þ. Based on previous measurements, the correlation
Fig. 14. Left Column: normalized number and volume based particle size distributions q 0,bed and q 3,bed of experiment 3. PSDs were determined with CamSizer XT. Right Column: PSDs of the corresponding simulation. was established by a least square fit. The functional correlation of p mill,s and its arguments is presented in Fig. 11 .
To study the influence of the milling on the process stability, experiments 2-4 were performed with different reference values of the mill power p mill,ref . The set-points of the different experiments are presented in Table 3 . Following Dreyschultze et al. [1] and Radichkow et al. [12] , it is expected that a reduction of p mill,ref leads to an enhanced process stability. Throughout the experiments 2-4, the classifying effect of the particle withdrawal described in the previous section is observed again.
In experiment 2, the mill was operated with p mill,ref = 175 W. The results are presented in Figs. 12 and 13. Again, q 0,bed and q 3,bed are characterized by oscillations. As shown in Fig. 10 the measured PSDs are now more compact than in the first experiment: Firstly, the distance between the modes of q 0,bed and q 3,bed at lower (t = 13.0 h) and upper turning point of d 32,bed (t = 10.6 h) narrowed. Secondly, the amplitudes of the corresponding modes decreased. This leads, as depicted in Fig. 13 , to a decrease in the amplitudes of d 32,bed . In consequence, the mass portion of the product fraction is of sufficient size throughout the experiment. Thus, the adequate removal of product particles from the FBLG is guaranteed such that, as monitored by the pressure drop Δp bed , the bed mass m bed is constant over time. Although the operating conditions of the FBLG are constant, the intense milling of oversized particles induced the formation of a large number of small nuclei. In accordance with [1] , this leads to the formation of self-sustained oscillation of the PSDs. Therefore, it was not expected that the process settles down to a stable steady state so that the experiment was terminated at t = 17 h.
In experiment 3, the reference value of the electrical power of the mill p mill,ref was reduced to 140 W. Due to the large run-time of 40 h, the experiment was interrupted after 21.25 h of process time and restarted again. Figs. 14 and 15 present the related particle size distributions of the bed and further measurement information. Once again, Δp bed and p mill are at a constant level throughout the experiment. Due to the decreased p mill , the particle grinding was reduced. As shown in Fig. 10 , the modes of q 0,bed and q 3,bed shifted to a larger particle size L at the lower turning point of d 32,bed at t = 33.4 h. This leads to a more even particle growth resulting in a slow decay of the oscillations of the particle size distributions and, in consequence, of the oscillations of d 32,bed .
Afterwards, p mill,ref was further reduced to 120 W in experiment 4. Related PSDs and measurements are presented in Figs. 16 and 17 . In experiment 4, a faster decay of the oscillatory behavior is observed compared to experiment 3. As illustrated in Fig. 10 , the deviations between the PSDs at the lower and upper turning point of d 32,bed , sampling times are t = 31.3 h and t = 35.3 h, are, compared to the previous experiments 1-3, quite small. It is expected, that in the further course of the process these deviations would vanish such that the process would reach stable steady-state conditions. However, the decay to steady state is very slow due to the oscillatory behavior. In addition, the settling is aggravated by disturbances, such as the restart of the FBLG at t r = 17 h. Therefore, the experiment was terminated at t = 40 h.
Comparison between experiments and model predictions are also shown in Figs. 12-17 Figs. 14 and 16 ).
Additional closed loop control of the Sauter mean diameter
To enhance the dynamics of the process and establish operation with constant PSD as fast as possible, a cascade controller was designed: As illustrated in Fig. 6 , the PI-controller for the bed mass is extended by an outer loop to control the Sauter mean diameter By means of a balanced truncation, the full-order system is reduced to a system of order 5 [35] . The reduced model G red (jω) shows good agreement with the nominal system G nom (jω) as illustrated with the Bode plots in Fig. 18 .
Based on the transfer function G red (jω), a feedback controller is designed by means of the root locus method [36] . Root loci represent the location of the closed loop poles in the complex plane depending on the controller gain. They are illustrated in Fig. 19 for a P controller (left figure) compared to a PI controller (right figure). They start in Fig. 18 . Bode plots of the full order system G nom (jω) and the reduced system G red (jω) of order 5. the open loop poles of the controller and the system to be controlled indicated by the crosses in Fig. 19 and end in the open loop zeros indicated by the circles in Fig. 19 . In both diagrams one branch is tending to −∞. The controlled LTI system is stable if and only if all closed loop poles lie in the left half plane. Usually, controllers with integral action are preferred in view of steady state accuracy [36] . However, from Fig. 19 it is readily concluded, that the system is not stabilizable if the controller includes integral action like the PI controller in the right diagram. This is due to the fact, that any integral action introduces an open loop pole in the origin and that the branch starting from the origin lies entirely in the right half plane. Therefore, a P controller was selected, which allows stabilization with good damping for some suitable controller gain as illustrated in the left diagram. From this diagram, we further conclude that this will even work for higher mill powers when the open loop system becomes unstable and the pair of conjugate complex poles of the plant close to the imaginary axis is shifted from the left to the right half plane.
In the next step, the designed P controller was validated with a simulation study. For this purpose, the nonlinear dynamic plant model presented in Section 2 was extended by the controller according to As the simulation results were promising, the designed P controller was implemented at the plant and tested in experiment 5. The Sauter mean diameter was measured inline with the equipped Parsum probe.
Simulation and experimental results are illustrated in Figs. 20 and 21. It is shown that the overall control strategy dampens the oscillations of d 32,bed and thus also the oscillations of the PSD within relatively short time and achieves a stable steady state with constant bed mass m bed . Compared to the corresponding scenario without control of the Sauter mean diameter which was shown in Fig. 17 , the process dynamics were improved significantly. In Fig. 17 
Conclusion
In this article, control strategies for stabilizing the bed mass and the particle size distribution of a continuous fluidized bed layering granulation process with sieve-mill-cycle were developed step by step and validated experimentally. For the first time, it was shown experimentally, that the process dynamics can be improved considerably by using even relatively simple control strategies. The theoretical development was based on an extended plant model, accounting for a more realistic description of the product removal, the grinding of the oversized particles and the bed mass control compared to our previous work [1, 12, 33] . The model showed good agreement with the experimental findings and can be used for further studies on dynamics and control of continuous FBLG processes.
Future work will focus on a rigorous evaluation of more advanced control strategies as described for example in [16, 23] . Furthermore, the dynamic model can be extended to account for other important particle properties, like particle porosity, for example [37] . Such a model could be used to develop and test more advanced process configurations in silico. A typical example are multi chamber processes, which admit different operating conditions in different process chambers and can therefore be used for the formulation of more advanced particles. To enhance the performance of those processes and guarantee the formation of particles with desired properties, suitable control strategies for multi chamber processes can also be developed using such an extended dynamic model.
